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Long-term Care Sources of Payment 

Private Pay 

 $8,776.00 average per month in skilled care statewide 

Medicare 

 Covers only medically necessary skilled nursing facility or home health care for a limited time per spell of 

illness 

 Part A Hospital Insurance:  no premium if more than 40 quarters worked; $259.00 premium per month if 

30-39 quarters worked; $471.00 premium per month if less than 30 quarters 

 Part B Medical Insurance:  The standard monthly premium is $148.50. There is an annual deductible of 

$203.00. 

 Does not pay for custodial care 

 100% cost coverage first 20 days  

 $185.50 patient co-pay per day for days 21 through 100 for skilled nursing facility stay each benefit period 

(spell of illness) 

Veterans Benefits 

 Long-term benefits generally provided only if you have a service connected disability 

 VA facilities (or contracted facilities) and must be receiving VA benefits 

 May provide some home health care 

 Co-payments may apply 

Long-term Care Insurance 

 Coverage and cost depends upon policy terms 

 Helps pay the cost of custodial care such as housing, bathing, eating and dressing 

 Doesn’t pay rehab costs 

 Hybrid policies may provide a death benefit 

Medicaid 

 State and Federal government program that generally pays for certain health services and nursing home 

care for older people with low incomes and limited assets. 

 



 

 Provides financial assistance in varied amounts for care in skilled nursing, assisted living and private home  

 Five Criteria for Eligibility 

1)  Health- must pass a health screen with a ULTC 100.2 exam to demonstrate need for care 

2)  Residency- must be a Colorado Resident 

3)  Income- applicant income must be below $2,382.00 per month; if it is above, but below the 

average cost of care in the region ($8,980.00 for Mesa, Delta, Garfield and Montrose counties), an 

“income cap” trust can be established; long-term care insurance benefits don’t count as income; 

and applicant can keep $91.35 of his or her income for personal needs 

4)  Personal Assets- program allows the applicant to keep certain limited assets such as an interest in a 

residence (with a home equity value below $603,000 for singles and unlimited for couples); $2,000 

of resources, such as cash; burial spaces and plans; life insurance policy with less than $1,500 in 

cash value; an automobile used to transport the applicant and personal effects. All other assets are 

deemed to be “countable” and could cause the applicant to be ineligible for Medicaid benefits 

5)  Transfers prohibited- giving away assets will cause a period of ineligibility to exist during which 

Medicaid benefits will not be paid; all asset transfers within 5 years preceding the filing of an 

application will be counted, and the application should only be filed when the applicant is 

otherwise eligible for benefits 

Protection for the Community Spouse (CS) Rules where Applicant is Married 

Resources 

 CS may keep a resource allowance (CSRA) of up to $130,380.00 

 Post-eligibility CS assets are treated separately from applicant 

Income 

 CS may keep up to a maximum of $3,259.50 of the couple’s income. The basic allowance is $2,155.00 

Planning for the CS 

 CS likely to need a new estate plan to protect his or her assets in the event he or she predeceases the 

institutionalized spouse (IS) 

 CS should assess his or her own planning for long-term care 

 Consider post-eligibility gifting by CS 

 MMMNA standard Shelter Allowance of $646.50 

Medicaid Planning Opportunities 

 Disability (d4a)Trust- shelter assets of those disabled and under 65; disabled beneficiary is sole beneficiary 

during life, CDHCPF (Colorado agency who administers the Medicaid program) must be beneficiary on 

death of disabled applicant to extent of benefits paid 

 Pooled Trust- Trusts for a group of beneficiaries who are disabled  

 Conversion of Countable assets to Exempt assets; buying residence, burial plans, paying down a mortgage, 

etc. 

 Conversion of Countable assets to Income–purchase of Medicaid qualified annuity 
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 Gifting of assets can be effective provided they are properly structured and timed 

 Trusts created by a third party for a disabled individual are not deemed countable  

 Personal Service Contract can remove Countable assets and provide for care by caregiver 

Estate Recovery Program 

 Assets owned by applicant on death are subject to recovery in the applicant’s estate to the extent of 

benefits received  

 Avoiding Estate recovery requires careful planning but may be done through use of joint tenancy and 

payable on death accounts if properly structured 

Mental Capacity 

 Critical to do planning while individuals have mental capacity 

 Without capacity it may be necessary to involve a court in appointing a conservator or guardian 

Advance Directives 

 Financial power of attorney 

 Medical power of attorney (health care proxy) 

 Living will 

 Do-not-resuscitate order 

 Extremely important to have in place to be able to assist in planning 

When not to consider Medicaid 

 If you have sufficient assets to private pay 

 If you don’t like relying on public assistance 

Cautionary notes about Medicaid planning 

 Rules are constantly changing and the rules today may not be the same as when you actually apply 

 There may be tax implications to different planning techniques which you should consider 

 The CDHCPF looks upon planning for public benefits under the Medicaid program with very critical eyes 

and will deny eligibility where at all possible. Because of this there is risk to undertaking Medicaid 

planning as there can be no guarantee you will be approved and thus your planning may be unsuccessful 

Nursing Home Resident Rights 

The US Department of Health and Human Services says it best on their website. 

Your rights include: 

 Respect: You have the right to be treated with dignity and respect 

 Services and Fees: You must be informed in writing about services and fees before you enter the nursing 

home 

 Money: You have the right to manage your own money or to choose someone else you trust to do this for 

you 
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 Privacy: You have the right to privacy, and to keep and use your personal belongings and property as long 

as it doesn’t interfere with the rights, health, or safety of others 

 Medical Care: You have the right to be informed about your medical condition, medications, and to see 

your doctor. You also have the right to refuse medications and treatments. 

  

For assistance with nursing home rights call your Nursing Home Ombudsman or ask the nursing home to 

contact him or her for you.  
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SPECIAL REPORT 

- Community Spouse Planning Considerations and Techniques - 

 
     Applying for Medicaid for a spouse can be emotionally difficult, but add the application and eligibility criteria on top and 
the whole process can be daunting.  Community Spouses hear stories of houses being taken and having to spend down all 
their assets to qualify their spouse for Medicaid.  The alternative to Medicaid is not overly enticing either, as the cost of care 
for facilities keeps rising.  For 2021, the average cost of skilled care in Colorado is $8,776 per month.  For most people this 
cost alone would decimate a couple’s savings in no time.  Add the community spouse’s living expenses on top of that and 
couples sometimes spend $9,000 - $11,000 a month just to live minimally.  Rightfully so, we see many community spouses 
in a manic state trying to decide how to adequately care for their spouse and still be able to pay for their own living expens-
es.   
 
     The good news is that Medicaid regulations carve out protections for Community Spouses. The Department understands 
Community Spouses need to afford to continue to live in the community and sustain expenses unrelated to the Institutional-
ized Spouses. The three main protections afforded Community Spouses are the following: 

 
1. Community Spouses can keep $130,380 of additional assets above the exempt resources.  

2. Community Spouses are allocated a portion of the Institutionalized Spouses income depending on certain factors.   

3. The Department gives separate treatment to resources post-eligibility. 

 
     These three protections allow Community Spouses to have a nest egg of money they can use for their own expenses and 
their long term care in the future.  Additionally, in some circumstances income can be diverted to the Community Spouse 
from the Institutionalized Spouse.  This increases the monthly income for the Community Spouse to assist with paying bills.  
Finally, once the institutionalized individual has been approved for Medicaid, there is a separate treatment of resources be-
tween spouses.  This allows the Community Spouse to plan for his or her own long term care planning.   
 
     To best explain the planning considerations and techniques, let’s look at John and Mary, our imaginary couple.  John is 
85, recently suffered a stroke and will need skilled care for the remainder of his life.  Mary is 83, lives at home and is in rel-
atively good health.  Their resources include a house owned free and clear worth approximately $400,000, investments 
worth $100,000, checking and savings accounts worth $50,000 and two vehicles (one worth $5,000 and the other worth 
$10,000).  John’s gross monthly income is $4,500 and Mary’s is $1,000.  In order for John to qualify for Medicaid, he and 
Mary will need to spend down approximately $22,620.   
 
     So keeping John and Mary in mind, here are the techniques and planning considerations they need to consider.   
 

Income techniques and planning considerations.  
 
•   Paying down debt 

 If we change the facts of John and Mary’s financial situation slightly and add credit card debt of $10,000 and an en-
cumbrance on the $10,000 vehicle of $8,000, you can see how this approach works.  This technique can be used for all kinds 
of debt but some debt is more advantageous to eliminate than others.  We will discuss this more later.  The monthly pay-
ments on credit card debt and car loans can be daunting along with all the other house bills if John’s income is not available 
to assist with those bills.  Paying down debt so there are no monthly payments can ease the monthly financial burden on 
Mary.  Using $18,000 of the $22,620 is a good way to spend down the assets so Mary does not have monthly payments.   
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Again, this strategy likely will need to be implemented along with another strategy to complete the spend-down.  

 
•   Purchasing a Medicaid compliant annuity 
 The Community Spouse has the ability to purchase an annuity to increase income.  Medicaid compliant annui-
ties are used as a spend-down technique to turn a lump sum of money into an income stream for the Community Spouse.  
In our example, Mary may require $3,500 a month to pay for her living expenses.  Under the spousal income rules, she 
would only be entitled to a minimum of $2,155 or a maximum of $3,259.50 after income shifting from John’s income. 
Even at the maximum, her income would fall short of her monthly needs.  In circumstances like these, it may be in 
Mary’s best interest to purchase an income stream as the spend-down technique.  This would allow Mary to receive 
$1,885 a month for 12 months if the entire $22,650 is used to purchase the annuity.   
 

 This type of planning should be done with much consideration because there are certain restrictions with using 
these types of annuities.  Beneficiary designations must comply with the Medicaid Regulations in order to effectuate the 
purchase without causing a transfer penalty.  This type of planning is especially important if the Institutionalized Spouse 
is not likely to live very long and there are no survivor benefits associated with the Spouse’s income.  Protecting the 
Community Spouse in this way is extremely important.   
 
•   Increase expenses  
 The amount of the Institutionalized Spouse’s income which will be transferred to the Community Spouse is de-
pendent on the expenses of the Community Spouse.  In some circumstances, it makes sense to increase the Community 
Spouse’s expenses so more income is allocated to the Community Spouse.  In our example, if Mary and John’s re-
sources were $50,000 and they owned their house free and clear, it may be a good idea to take out a mortgage on their 
house of $30,000.  If they did so, their resources would be $80,000 and they would have a monthly mortgage expense.  
Mary would be allocated additional income from John each month to pay the mortgage.  The effect of this type of plan-
ning would be to free up additional cash for Mary if she needs it, while also paying for the mortgage with John’s in-
come, which Mary otherwise would not have received.  This can work nicely in certain circumstances.  
 
Resource techniques and planning considerations.   
  
•   Upgrading a residence or vehicle 
 One planning tool Mary has is to use the $22, 620 which needs to be spent down on making upgrades or modifi-
cations to her home.  Keeping her own long term needs in mind, she may want to install grab aides and/or ramps or re-
model her bathroom or bedroom to anticipate her future needs.  Improving the house so Mary can stay at home as long 
as possible is good forethought and planning.  Additionally, Mary may want to sell both cars and purchase a newer vehi-
cle which will provide her safe, comfortable transportation as she ages.   
 
•   Prepaying for funeral and burial plans 
 Converting non-exempt assets to exempt assets has long been a valuable way to spend down assets to qualify 
for Medicaid.  With the $22,620 Mary and John need to spend down, they can purchase funeral and burial plans.  Unless 
they intend to have exceptionally extravagant funerals, they will likely not spend the entire $22,620 on prepaid funeral 
plans so additional spend-down techniques will need to be employed.  This strategy allows John and Mary to be able to 
use the spend-down money on something which will retain value.  One concern many of our clients share is not burden-
ing their children financially after their death with funeral costs.  This is an excellent way to pass value on to their chil-
dren.   
Estate Planning techniques and planning considerations.  
 
•   Transfer assets to Community Spouse 
 During the application process and within a year from the determination of eligibility for the Institutionalized 
Spouse, all of the assets should be transferred into the Community Spouse’s name.  This is important to make sure the 
Institutionalized Spouse is not over-resourced at their redetermination.  It is important also because if the Community 
Spouse dies, any assets held jointly between the spouses will be transferred back to the Institutionalized Spouse, which 
could be problematic.   
 
•   Updating estate planning to protect the institutionalized spouse 
 One of the most important things a Community Spouse needs to do is to update his or her estate planning.  A 
typical estate plan for a married couple is what we call “I Love You” wills where the spouses leave everything to each 
other.  This type of planning is counterproductive once one spouse is on Medicaid.  If the Community Spouse dies with  
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an “I Love You” will, then all the assets in the Community Spouse’s name will be transferred to the Institutionalized  
Spouse, causing the Institutionalized Spouse to lose Medicaid benefits.  It is important to update the Community 
Spouse’s estate plan to protect the Institutionalized Spouse as much as possible.  
 

 It is also important to know a Community Spouse cannot disinherit the Institutionalized Spouse.  Colorado has 
statutory law which does not allow for one spouse to disinherit completely the other spouse.  This is called a spousal 
election.  The law allows for a disinherited spouse to elect against the other spouse’s estate plan and take some of the 
assets, depending on the asset’s allocation.  In the Medicaid regulations, if Mary tries to disinherit John, the regulations 
will require John to make an election against Mary’s estate.  This election right needs to be considered when preparing 
estate planning for the Community Spouse.   
  
•   Make transfers after institutionalized spouse is on Medicaid  
 The regulations state after an Institutionalized Spouse has been determined eligible for Medicaid, the Communi-
ty Spouse’s assets are no longer considered for redetermination purposes.  This allows a Community Spouse to employ 
long-term care strategies which may include making transfers of assets which do not impair the Institutionalized 
Spouse’s benefits.  In our example, Mary may want to make a transfer to implement an asset protection long-term care 
plan.  She will need to wait until John has been determined eligible for Medicaid and then she can make the transfer.   
 
•   Using a Personal Service Contract to stay at home 

 In some circumstances Community Spouses discover living alone is more difficult than they anticipated.  To 
facilitate the Community Spouse staying at home as long as possible, we often use Caregiver Agreements (also known 
as Personal Service Contracts) in which the Community Spouse hires a family member or friend to provide services for 
them at home.  This allows for a transfer of assets between the Community Spouse and children or other relatives.  In 
our case, if Mary needs assistance with personal care or financial management, she can enter into an agreement with her 
daughter to provide care.  The agreement spells out exactly the services to be provided and compensation to be paid.  
Keep in mind, this is income to the child and must be reported.  It is imperative under the rules the agreement be in writ-
ing and notarized, prior to any services being commenced or Medicaid may treat any payments as a gift which could be 
problematic if the community spouse needs Medicaid benefits in the future. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

- Myths About Medicaid - 
 
 

The federal and state Medicaid regulations are extremely complex and few people take the time to read and under-
stand the rules regarding applying for Medicaid. Those that do take the time describe them as confusing, cumbersome 
and in some instances vague. Because of their complexity there are many myths regarding the actual eligibility rules 
for Medicaid. In an effort to dispel some of the rumors regarding Medicaid eligibility that we hear on a daily basis, 
this special report is intended to clarify some of the common misconceptions. 

 
1.  The government will take my house. This first myth is something we hear in almost every initial consultation. 

People are constantly worried the government will take their home if they apply for Medicaid. There are rules as-
sociated with qualifying a house as an exempt asset for Medicaid eligibility. There also is an estate recovery pro-
gram which allows the department to place a lien on a home or recover from the estate of a deceased Medicaid 
recipient. Upon application, however, the government cannot take the person’s house. There are numerous plan-
ning techniques to preserve the equity in the home for future generations which are legal under the regulations. 

 
2.  Donations to charity do not count as transfers. Many of our clients are charitably inclined and we run into this 

issue on many occasions while applying for Medicaid. Unfortunately, under the regulations any donation to a 
charity is considered a transfer under the Medicaid rules. Transfers create periods of ineligibility.  A period of in-
eligibility means from the time the person is otherwise eligible and applies for Medicaid the person will have to 
privately pay until the end of the period of ineligibility. If you are charitably inclined but may need Medicaid in 
the future, it is important to talk to someone knowledgeable about planning in advance so you are aware of the 
period of ineligibility you are creating. 

 
3.  The account is a joint account so it is not my asset.  Many people add their children to their bank accounts as a 

way for their children to have access to the money should something happen to the parent. While this can be a 
convenient planning technique, it potentially has adverse consequences. A joint account by definition means both 
parties have equal right to the entire amount of the account. Upon applying for Medicaid, half of the amount will 
be considered a transfer to the child while the other half will be considered an available resource to the applicant. 
In order to remedy this, the child’s name must be taken off the account.  It is often difficult for banks to take one 
person’s name off the account without closing the account and reopening it solely in the individual’s name. This 
can have adverse consequences for automatic deposits of Social Security or other retirement income sources. 

            
4.  I can’t give away any of my money and be qualified for Medicaid. Under the current regulations a person can 

lawfully give away some of their assets and still qualify for Medicaid. This has to be done thoughtfully and care-
fully while taking into consideration the effect the transfer will have on the eligibility of the applicant.  A transfer 
creates a period of ineligibility.  There are ways to pay for the individual’s care during that period of ineligibility 
and still qualify them for Medicaid upon the exhaustion of the period of ineligibility. This should not be done 
without the advice and counsel of an attorney because adverse consequences could result. 

 
5. I have to be in a nursing home to receive Medicaid. There are many different programs under the Medicaid um-

brella.  Many Medicaid services are home-based community services, meaning they are provided in either the indi-
vidual’s home or at an independent living facility.  
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While the individual must meet the level of care required to be eligible for Medicaid, the person does not need to 
be in a skilled facility prior to applying for Medicaid. Assisted living facilities may also be paid for under the Med-
icaid program. If planned properly, Medicaid can provide resources in the individual’s home, allowing them to 
stay in the community longer. As that person progresses through assisted living and into skilled care, Medicaid 
will follow the recipient along the aging process.   

 
6. Both my spouse and I have to have resources under $2,000 before one of us will qualify.  If one person in a 

couple needs Medicaid but the other does not, the regulations provide for spousal protection for the community 
spouse. The institutionalized spouse must spend down their assets to under $2,000. This can be done by either 
spending the money or transferring the money to a spouse. Transfers between spouses do not create a period of 
ineligibility. The community spouse can keep assets valuing up to $130,380 for 2021. This number is above and 
beyond the exempt resources of a house, a car, a small life insurance policy and funeral or burial plans.  If both 
spouses need Medicaid, their combined resources must be less than $3,000 for skilled care  and $4,000 for assisted 
living. 
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If you are planning to move to an assisted or skilled living facility, be prepared for a challenging task that 
requires extensive forethought.  We know, because our law firm helps clients with their transition.  Based on our 
experiences, we’ve developed a checklist of questions you need to make sure you have addressed before moving 
day.  If you answer any question “No” then you have some work to do before making your move. Seek profes-
sional advice if you need help with any of these items. 

  

G Are my advance directives up-to-date?  Make sure you have the correct person(s) named to assist you in 
your medical and financial powers of attorney. 

G Does my will name the person I want to administer my estate after I die?  If not, then you will need to 
make a change to your will. 

G Have I determined how I will pay for this move? The average cost of skilled care for 2021 in Colorado is 
$8,776 per month. 

G Is my will and/or trust up-to-date?  Make sure the heirs set out in your will are the ones you want to inherit 
your estate. 

G Have I carefully read through the admissions contract to make sure I understand it? The admissions 
contract is binding, so make sure you understand the terms. 

G If I have a revocable trust estate plan, are all of my assets titled in the name of my trust?  You must  
coordinate the titles and beneficiary designations of retirement accounts and insurance policies with your 
trust. 

G If I have a will estate plan, are my assets titled properly?  If you are titling assets in joint tenancy – even 
if it is just to provide assistance in bill paying – you may defeat the terms of your will. Be careful! 

G Have I consolidated my investment accounts, making it is easier for my agent to manage them? 

G Is my “stuff” in order?  Use a personal property memorandum to identify the heir to receive specific items 
of personal property.  Consider making lifetime gifts, so long as no-one is unduly influencing you. 

G Do I have a plan in place for getting my bills paid? 

G Have I reviewed my plans with my attorney, accountant and investment advisors to make sure every-
thing is coordinated and my wishes are reflected? 

If you are able to answer the above questions with “Yes,” then you may have covered most, if not all, of the  
legal questions to ask yourself to ensure your move is as worry-free as possible.  Every situation is different, so 
when in doubt, seek professional advice. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

Your Rights while a Resident  
at a Skilled Nursing Facility 

 

If you are a resident at a skilled nursing facility, the U.S. government has enacted guidelines for your 
health, safety and security.  According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services website, 
your rights include: 

• Respect: You have the right to be treated with dignity and respect 

• Services and Fees: You must be informed in writing about services and fees before you enter the 
nursing home 

• Money: You have the right to manage your own money or to choose someone else you trust to 
do this for you 

• Privacy: You have the right to privacy, and to keep and use your personal belongings and prop-
erty as long as it doesn’t interfere with the rights, health, or safety of others 

• Medical Care: You have the right to be informed about your medical condition, medications, 
and to see your doctor. You also have the right to refuse medications and treatments. 

Ombudsman Program  

The Colorado Department of Human Services offers an Ombudsman program designed to protect the 
health, safety, welfare and rights of residents in licensed long-term care.  Ombudsmen are advocates 
who work to resolve individual resident issues and to bring about changes at the local, state, and nation-
al level to improve long-term care. 

 Current ombudsman contacts:   

 Region 11:  Mesa, Garfield, Moffat and Rio Blanco counties.  Contact Colorado Legal Services 
at (970) 243-7940 or Alpine Legal Services at (970) 945-8858. 

 Region 10:  Gunnison, Hinsdale, Ouray, Montrose, San Miguel and Delta counties.  Contact the 
Area Agency on Aging at (970) 249-2436. 

Watch out for Financial Exploitation 

The elderly are often victims of financial exploitation and the perpetrator is frequently a family member 
or close friend. If you suspect something is going on, get to an attorney quickly before the damage be-
comes irreparable.  
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